
Rankings Scores Return Form 
 
Please complete the following form and return to the Rankings Officer at  
rankingsofficer@sussex-archery.org.uk 
If you prefer to send by post, please email the Rankings Officer and ask for the postal address to send 
the paperwork to.  
Please refer to the notes at the bottom if you are sending by eMail. 
   
An archer’s ranking is based on the total score of their best three ‘major’ rounds during the last 12 
months. ‘Major’ means a round that qualifies for Bowman or Junior Bowman classification for the 
archer’s gender and age-group. One of the three qualifying rounds may be shot at a club target day. 
The remaining two rounds must be shot at open tournaments. 
The submission of a score shot at a club target day must be supported by the score sheet, signed by 
the archer and a witness. The witness will normally be the scorer, but in any event must not be directly 
related to the archer (nor a partner or guardian). 
 
Eligible Rounds are York/Hereford/Bristol and 12 Dozen FITA (Adults) /Metric (Juniors) Junior 
Archers can also submit scores for 9 Dozen Albion and Windsor Rounds 
 

Name   
Bow 
Type   Club   

Jnr DoB     Email/Phone   Lady/Gent   
        

 Date Round Score Tournament Name Remarks 
           
           
           
           
           
           
           

 
 Signed 
 
 Date 
 
Notes on sending forms by eMail 
There are two possible ways to send the forms… 
1) Fill the form using your keyboard: this is possible (with care) with RTF (most word-processers 
will do) and DOC (using a suitable version of Word) files of the form, and some people have software 
to adapt the PDF version to make it fill-able, but at this point we can’t provide a generally usable PDF 
form. 
2) Print the form, fill it by hand, and Scan: If you are able to do this, you will also be able to provide 
copies of scoresheets where required. BUT PLEASE SET YOUR SCANNER TO PRODUCE 
SENSIBLE-SIZED FILES. Ideally please set to black-and-white monochrome output, with 300 or 600 
dpi resolution, and output as JPG or PDF files.  
If you can, please just scan the Table and Signature / Date, and please don’t scan in colour, the files 
are too big. 


